
 

 
 
 

 
 

  



Introduction 

I am so glad you took the step to see how you can move forward your healing journey. This 

booklet was created to reach MORE people where they are...at their own pace, in hopes of 

MORE people healing and growing in their grief journey. Grief is not something to get over, or 

something that needs fixing, but with the right tools it can make your healing journey healthier 

and more meaningful.  

 

What you can expect from this booklet: 

Real talk from people who have gone through a tough loss. 

No SHOULDs (you should do this...) 

------------------------------------------- 

If this sounds like something you are ready for, please continue on to the first section. 

Sending healing thoughts your way, 
Gina Peotter 

Executive Director- Hope's House 
www.hopeshousewi.com 

Grief Support Specialist- Muehl-Boettcher Funeral Home 
www.muehlboettcher.com  

     
 

  



Section 1: Resources 
 

People often seem lost after a death for many reasons. One being that a person doesn't seek out 
grief information if they don't need it... Why get educated on grief if you haven't gone through 
it?! 

But once a person is put in the unimaginable or unexpected position of a death of a loved one, 
they may feel lost on what to do or where to turn. If that's you, know that most people feel that 
way.  

You can: 
Rent books at your library     Join an in person or online grief group  

Make an appointment with a counselor  Talk to a friend who has lost someone 

Listen to podcasts     Watch videos 

Journal      Listen to music 

Look at old pictures     Create a memory book 

Visit a grave     Researcher grief online 

Donate to a charity in memory of your loved one Reach out to a resource below 

 
Online Resources:  

 
Death of a Child:    Military:  
The Compassionate Friends   TAPS- Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors  
www.compassionatefriends.org   https://www.taps.org  
 
National Alliance For Grieving Children Death of a Spouse: 
www.childrengrieve.org     Soaring Spirits International 
      www.soaringspirits.org  
The Dougy Center 
www.dougy.org     For Teens: 
      Too Damn Young 
Bereaved Parents    http://toodamnyoung.com  
www.bereavedparentsusa.org  
      Slap’d 

  For teens who have lost a parent 
  https://slapd.com  

 
General:     Complicated Grief: 
What’s Your Grief    American Foundation For Suicide Prevention 
Ecourses, webinars, blog posts,   www.afsp.org/find-support/ive-lost-someone  



articles, and resources 
www.whatsyourgrief.com     The Center for Complicated Grief 

www.complicatedgrief.org  
Grief Watch 
Resources, books and memorial items  Survivors of Violent Loss Network 
www.griefwatch.com     www.svlp.org  
 
 
 

In Person: 
Hope’s House www.hopeshousewi.com  
Locations: Green Bay, Seymour 
Support groups for kids ages 4-18, and adults 
 
Grief Share www.griefshare.org  
Locations: Green Bay, Appleton, Little Chute, Menasha, Neenah, De Pere, Greenleaf 
Faith Based support groups for adults 18+ 
 
Community For Hope and Survivors of Suicide Loss (S.O.S.L.) 
www.communityforhope.org/Grief-Support  
Locations: Neenah, Oshkosh 
Suicide survivors group ages 14+ 

 
Virtual: 

Center For Grieving Children- Boys and Girls Club- Menasha 
https://www.bgclubfoxvalley.org/center-for-grieving-children  
Center Director, Erin Hollister, at 920-750-5839 or ehollister@bgclubfoxvalley.org 
 

If you are looking for specific resources, you can always reach 
out info@hopeshousewi.com  

 
 
 
 

  



Section 2: Book Recommendations 
 
Adult Books: 
“Finding Meaning: The Sixth Stage of Grief” by David Kessler a long-time grief specialist. 
This book is great if you are looking to dive deep into understanding how people process 
emotions and grief, looking to find meaning from their loss. Podcast recommendation: On 
Grief & Finding Meaning this is great for on the go, or if you want to take some time to listen 
instead of reading or watch. Brene Brown is a great author, researcher and storyteller who has 
teamed up with David Kessler. 
 
“Option B" by Sheryl Sandburg, it is an awesome book about going through life after a death 
and figuring out what plan b is, if plan a is not an option. The main topic is spouse loss but is a 
great read about grief in general.   
 
“Hot Young Widows Club” by Nora McInery, is mainly about the loss of her husband, but also 
lost her father and a miscarriage all in a short period of time. Small book that is an easy read and 
definitely worth checking out.  
 
Kids’ Books: 
"The Invisible String" is an amazing book for kids (and for adults) to understand that there is a 
connection to someone even if you cannot see them. Definitely worth checking out at your local 
library or viewing a video online of it. 
 
“The Goodbye Book” is about a goldfish losing his fish friends. Super simple, not lengthy 
explanations and very colorful and eye catching. 
 
“Ida, Always” is a super cute book about death through the eyes of animals. It has been out for a 
while, but always a good one I tend to go back to a lot.  
 
“Always Remember” is a super colorful and well-designed book for kids. I also call this the 
turtle book because it has a turtle on the cover. It has a good message, but not a super short book 
if that is what you are looking for. 
 
“Chester Raccoon and the Acorn Full of Memories” love this book too, and one I tend to go 
back to a lot. Another good message, but not a super short book, better for 6+.  
 
“Someone Very Special” by Kate Bender is a double recommendation. The author is local and 
did an excellent job with this book and explaining death to a child who may not have memories 
of the loved one who died.  
 
Action Item: Pick one resource you will read/watch/contact this month and follow through.   



Section 3: Mantra 
“With this breath, I am bringing calm and peace to my mind, body and soul” thechiclife.com 

 
This section is written by one of our amazing volunteers at Hope’s House, whose husband died a 
few years ago. She navigated her way through her grief, while helping two young children 
navigate their healing journey. 

 
Just breathe  
 
Anyone who reads self-development books knows one concept the authors talk about is 
developing a mantra, a word or phrase that you can repeat to yourself for motivation. I never put 
too much thought into them...until my life was turned upside down. 
 
5 years ago, yesterday, I woke up feeling great; Matt and I were going to the Packer home 
opener with family and friends and it was going to be a fun, relaxing day.  
 
It quickly became the worst day of my life. 
 
When I was told Matt wasn’t ok, I felt all the air leave my lungs and I couldn’t figure out how to 
take a breath.  
 
My body went into shock.  
 
The panic attacks started the next day. 
 
And I never truly understood anxiety until then. 
 
Just breathe  
 
It seems like such a simple concept; to take a breath. But this is what I told myself each time my 
chest felt tight; each time I felt the panic attacks start; each time the anxiety returned. 
 
Just breathe 
 
Grief is a crazy experience; I always compare it to waves of the ocean... sometimes you are 
going to feel good, happy, reminiscing on all the fun times you had together, calm; other times 
those waves are going to be huge and swallow you up with their power and turn you in all 
different directions, leaving you gasping for air.  
 
Just breathe 
 
5 years later, I realize, this is my mantra. It got me through the toughest period of my life. It 
keeps me calm when dealing with unpleasant situations. And it continues to push me to challenge 
myself both physically and mentally. We all have challenges in our life that we struggle with but 
to get through them, sometimes we need a little motivation.  
 
Just breathe 



 
 

She has such an amazing outlook on her healing journey, we are very grateful she shared this 
with us, and allowed us to share it with you. Having a mantra or go-to phrase to help you get 
through a tough situation can be helpful for some people. We have seen kids and adults hold on 
to certain quotes that really resonate with them. Some adults have said they have a favorite song 
that gets them through tough times, or a favorite bible verse.  
 
Action Item: If you do have a mantra, or favorite quote/verse/statement/line in a song… put it as 
your background on your phone or write it on a piece of paper and put it on the dashboard of 
your car, near your bedside table, or on your bathroom mirror. The point is to put it somewhere 
you will see it over and over, NOT just during tough times, but all the time. It can be a reminder 
to you so when you do get in those tough times, it will be second nature to remind yourself “to 
just breathe”. 
 
If you do not have a mantra or favorite quote/verse/statement/line in a song… ask a friend if they 
have a favorite. Or you could look online or in a book to see if anything resonates with you.  
 
→ If you have a story you would like to share, please email us at info@hopehousewi.com for 
our upcoming booklets. We would LOVE to hear from you.   



Section 4: Quiet Time Can Be The Pits 
 

Nighttime can be a tough point in some people’s day. Mainly because we are forced to be still, 
and your mind isn’t preoccupied… it has time to slow down and may wonder. We have had a lot 
of adults tell us the worst times after a tough death are when they are driving in their car on the 
way to and from work, while they are in the shower or before bedtime. Can you guess why that 
is? You got it; you are most likely alone with your thoughts.  
 
Quiet time can be scary for some people, some may try to avoid feeling those feelings, so they 
stay busy all the time. Others may do something to preoccupy their minds, so they don’t have to 
face their actual thoughts and feelings. 
 
The website “What’s Your Grief” has a great article that dives deeper into this topic 
https://whatsyourgrief.com/  Here is a snippet from the article: 
 
Something you could try include: 

● Remind yourself that these thoughts are a normal part of your grief and/or anxiety and that they 

can’t hurt you. 

● Remember that sometimes thoughts, especially those related to grief, depression, and anxiety, are 

untrue and irrational and search for evidence that refutes your worst-case scenarios. 

● Try to think of one positive or optimistic thought for every negative 

● Get up and go write about whatever is on your mind in a dimly lit room. Not only do sleep 

experts recommend you get up and do something like reading and writing when you can’t sleep, 

but people often find that writing helps them to get a handle on their worries. 

Some adults have told us that keeping a notepad by their bedside so if thoughts and memories 
pop-up when you are trying to go to bed, jot them down. The process of putting ink to paper can 
help mentally give yourself a break and empty your racing brain.  
 
Action Item: Read an article/book or listen to a podcast on someone who has this same issue, or 
read the “What’s Your Grief” article to see if there are any takeaways, or even better- allow 
yourself to fully feel those feelings at bedtime or in a car. Let that anger out, grab the Kleenex 
box and let it go, feel all those feelings and really express yourself. If you do the latter, report 
back and let us know how you felt afterwards.   



Section 5: Reflection 
"Healing (hee-ling): growing sound; getting well; mending" 

 
Reflection on a previous year can be filled with A LOT of emotions. Especially if you have gone 
through the death of someone close to you. Some may play the comparison game..."her brother 
died a month after mine and she seems to be fine, why am I not?" ---> BUT everyone has their 
own grief journey to live through. 

 

Maybe reflecting over your grief from the last year can be somewhat healing. Take some time to 
process your journey over the last few months, or even this year. 

What really hard days did you get through? 

Was there a day you had a meltdown, or has it been awhile? 

Did a song or person trigger some sadness? 

Do you have any underlying anger? 

Do you find yourself keeping busy to avoid dealing with feelings? 

 

If you have gone through some DEEP emotions, you may need to heal one FEELING at a time. 
Remind yourself to give yourself some grace, this is not something anyone wants to deal with, 
but yet you are here doing it. You are living every day without that person(s), and also working 
with through ALL the feelings. Some of you might even be dealing with a secondary loss; loss of 
a childhood home, loss of a second income due to the loss of a partner, loss of a title such as 
mom or dad… (by the way you will always be a mom or dad), so many other complex parts to 
the loss. And that is TOUGH, but so are you.  

 

Give yourself some grace for being angry or guilty, or even playing the should game. “I should 
have picked them up that night instead of letting them drive”, “I should have XYZ.” It’s you 
being human. Like we mentioned earlier, this is tough, and nobody prepares a person to go 
through the loss of someone or multiple people, but here we are. This is our reality. Your choice 
is to work through it and deal with it in healthy ways, or a hybrid of reaching out for help and 
doing the work yourself… there is no right or wrong way to grieve, basically because every 
death is different and unique. Just because you lost the same person doesn’t mean two people 
will grieve that person the same. There are so many factors that can add to a grief journey.  

 

So here we are on the other side of death, but there is no manual on what to do… just from that 
statement alone, give yourself some grace. You have found a way to navigate through so far.  

Take a moment to reflect on your limiting beliefs or your “shoulds”; I should shop at a different 
grocery store so I don’t run into people I know, I should keep to myself, I’m lonely… whatever 
they may be was true at one point, and served a purpose. Maybe in the beginning after the death 



you needed to stay away from connecting with people because that got you through life. Maybe 
you couldn't face seeing people at the grocery store, so you shielded yourself from that situation. 
Whatever it may be, be THANKFUL for those beliefs as it served a purpose in your life at one 
point in time. NOW, are those beliefs helping you or holding you back? 

 

Action Item: Make a list of the things you have made it through so far… the death, the funeral, 
the burial, calling people to tell them about the death, walking into an empty house, going back 
to work after the death, getting rid of their clothes, dealing with people who got on your nerves, 
didn’t go out in public… Once that list is done look back and see how far you have come and 
how many “things” you have made it through so far, then actually be proud of yourself. 
Evaluate, are those beliefs helping you or holding you back? 

 
 

 
 
 

  



Section 6: 10 Days of Reflection- New Death 
 
You can use these anyway you would like. Read them all at once and ponder the questions. Or 
you can take a few minutes each day to go through one. Another idea would be to read them 
together with someone else and share your thoughts. These can also be used as journaling 
prompts, get out a journal, notebook, paper or computer and write out your thoughts… see where 
they may take you. This is designed to work anyway you want it to. The goal is to be true to 
yourself. 
 
Day 1: "And grief still feels like fear. Perhaps, more strictly, like suspense. Or like waiting; just 
hanging about waiting for something to happen. It gives life a permanently provisional feeling. It 
doesn't seem worth starting anything. I can't settle down. I yawn, fidget, I smoke too much. Up 
till this I always had too little time. Now there is nothing but time. Almost pure time, empty 
successiveness."  

- C.S. Lewis, A Grief Observed  

When you are grieving, it feels like your time is monopolized by nothing but waves of emotion. 
Reflecting on how you are doing, you may be feeling worried that your life seems to have 
changed so much in such a short amount of time. Do not panic. As all-encompassing as your 
grief is now, this intensity will not last much longer. You may already be feeling better than you 
did just a couple of weeks ago. Take a moment or two and celebrate the healing you've already 
done. 

👉Q: What are two things you are proud of that you have made it through since day one of 
death? Take it a step further and tell someone about these two things you are proud of- could be 
in person, a letter, or the next time someone asks how you are doing- be truthful… “How are you 
doing?”, “Having a tough day, but I’m back making meals for myself again, and even went 
grocery shopping this week!” CELEBRATE you!  
 
Day 2: "Someone experiencing the stages of grief is rarely aware of how his behavior might 
appear to others. Grief often produces a "zoom lens effect," in which the focus is entirely on 
oneself, to the exclusion of external considerations."  

- Sol Luckman, Snooze: A Story of Awakening  

Grief sends us into survival mode: we do the bare minimum to exist because the majority of our 
energy is directed towards grieving. Do not spend time worrying about the details of your life 
that you may have neglected during the early days of your grief.  

👉Q: Choose one thing this week that helps you feel more connected to your old life and do it. 
Take note of how it makes you feel.  

 
 



Day 3: "To better handle grief, become the passenger, not the driver."  

- Todd Stocker, REFINED: Turning Pain into Purpose  

Letting people help you is as therapeutic for them as it is for you. Just remember that a time will 
surely come when you can repay the favor. Asking for help can be super difficult for some 
people, to the point of it being uncomfortable. Think about the flip side, if it were your 
friend/sister/dad… would you want to help them if they were going through this death? 

👉Q: Can you let someone in this week? Ask someone to light a candle for you, rake your 
leaves/ shovel your snow, pick up dinner for you, pray for you, have a coffee date or zoom call 
with someone just to connect... 
 
Day 4: "No matter how bad your heart is broken; the world doesn't stop for your grief."  

- Faraaz Kazi  

You may find yourself questioning why no one else around you appears to be sad. How can there 
be laughter and dancing? How can you be upset because your soup is cold when my heart is 
broken forever? The world may seem very frivolous right now. Try to not let that make you feel 
angry or isolated. You are not the only person grieving. Reach out to others who are 
experiencing the same struggle. It will help the world feel more like a place of healing and less 
chaotic. 

👉Q: Can you connect with someone this month who has gone through a death? Reaching out 
can even be done online, there are Facebook groups and online websites built for connecting 
with others who have lost someone. In-person may be an option as well. Move your healing 
journey forward and connect with someone this month.  
 
Day 5: "When one person is missing the whole world seems empty."  

- Pat Schweibert, Tear Soup: A Recipe for Healing After Loss  

We never think about how our life is a careful balance. Everyone with whom we interact 
regularly plays a part in creating our world, a web of people who make us feel comfortable, safe, 
and loved. When we lose an integral part of that web, we feel lost. The balance is upset, and we 
feel like we will topple over from the grief and the uncertainty of this terrible change. You may 
feel like things are "out of whack" for a long time. That is normal. Over the next months and 
years, you will be able to methodically reset the balance, so that you return to a feeling of 
normalcy. Know that you are resilient and that you can make it through this unbalanced period of 
your life. 

👉Q: Who in your life came out of the blue to provide support to you in tough times? Sit with 
that, be thankful for those people in your lives and think about paying it forward.  
 



Day 6: “You cannot die of grief, though it feels as if you can. A heart does not actually break, 
though sometimes your chest aches as if it is breaking. Grief dims with time. It is the way of 
things. There comes a day when you smile again, and you feel like a traitor. How dare I feel 
happy. How dare I be glad in a world where my father is no more. And then you cry fresh tears, 
because you do not miss him as much as you once did and giving up your grief is another kind of 
death." - Laurell K. Hamilton  

Guilt is grief's unfortunate partner. We feel guilty because our grief is keeping us from 
connecting to the living. We feel guilty because we are not grieving as much as we once did. Let 
go of the guilt. The grief process is a natural part of losing someone we care about. As you come 
out of the grieving period, be happy, not guilty, that you can return to be the person your loved 
one knew. 

👉Q: Honestly, what have you felt guilty about?  
 
Day 7: Friendship doubles our joy and divides our grief. - Swedish Proverb  

Many times, when people grieve, their first instinct is to isolate themselves from others. You 
may need to cry, or to just sit in silent reflection as you continue to try to process what has 
happened. However, in conjunction with your personal grieving, it is often beneficial to take the 
time to talk about your sadness with people you trust. Having a friend, support group, or 
counselor can make a tremendous difference as you try to re-assimilate to the life you led before 
this tragedy. Being able to talk and to listen to the advice and stories of others helps you to 
reconnect. Isolating yourself is easy, but it shows great courage and fortitude to share these 
vulnerabilities with others. Take a chance and talk about what you are going through...you'll be 
glad you did. 

👉Q: What can you do this month to seek out connecting with a friend, support group or making 
an appointment with a counselor? If you have not found success in any of those in the past, email 
us at info@hopeshousewi.com and we can connect you with some new resources.  
 
Day 8: Love is stronger than death even though it can't stop death from happening, but no 
matter how hard death tries it can't separate people from love. It can't take away our memories 
either. In the end, life is stronger than death.  ~ Anonymous  

People talk about the importance of memories when you have had a loss. It is true that they are 
often referred to as treasured, and that is an accurate description. Yet, our memories can also 
evoke the most pain when the loss is still fresh in our minds. Trying to find the balance between 
the happiness and sadness of our memories is one of the hardest parts of grieving as time passes. 
You want to look at photographs, watch home videos, or read letters to keep your connection to 
your loved one fresh. At the same time, these items can also be difficult reminders of the acute 
pain you are feeling as you adjust to the loss.  

The key is to find the balance that is best for you. The answer for each person is different. For 
some, looking at such images, crying for a few minutes, and then moving on is cathartic. For 



others, it is too hard to see them at this point. Follow your gut instinct when deciding whether 
you are ready to look at concrete images of your loved one. If you have to turn over a photograph 
to help heal, then that is what you could do. Continue to be patient with yourself and do what 
feels right. Most importantly, know that the way you grieve should be personal, and that there is 
no "best" way to work through the process. 

👉Q: Can you give yourself some grace today? Oftentimes people dive deep into trying “fix” or 
“heal” their grief right away and get caught up in it. Maybe it is time to take a break and just go 
with the flow of your current life.  
 
On the flip side, if you are just looking at diving into your healing journey, can you give yourself 
some grace today? This is tough. This can be hard. Give yourself some grace for getting through 
each day.  
 
Day 9: "Everyone grieves in different ways. For some, it could take longer or shorter. I do know 
it never disappears. An ember still smolders inside me. Most days, I don't notice it, but, out of the 
blue, it'll flare to life." - Maria V. Snyder, Storm Glass  

When grief is your every day, it's hard to imagine not having that weight on your shoulders. It's 
hard to fathom that there is even the possibility of a life without it. However, as it fades and your 
hope builds of a life free of that constant sorrow, know that there will be flare-ups. There will be 
a little reminder that brings it all flooding back.  

The good news is that the reminders are not permanent. They will startle you, but then fade 
away. These bonds do not break, but the level of intensity can soften over time, allowing you to 
slowly move forward. 

👉Q: Do you recognize your good times and bad times? Take a mental note of which way your 
scales are tipping- are you having more down times than ok or happier times. Don’t get 
discouraged over this if your scale is tipping way down on the sad scale… Thing of this week vs 
a week or two ago. Is there any improvement? 
 
Day 10: "Youth offers the promise of happiness, but life offers the realities of grief."  - Nicholas 
Sparks, The Rescue  

No matter your age or your background, the process of grief is the last step in truly growing up. 
Your life before loss was one of a kind of childlike innocence compared to the life you have 
now.  

However, it is not without hope or value. The love and understanding you can bring to others 
have a depth and intensity unlike any other. Your appreciation for life and its joys makes you a 
richer, stronger person.  

This does not happen overnight. This depth of character builds in conjunction with your grief 
process. It is the phoenix rising from the pain of loss. Use this gift to enhance the lives of those 
around you. 



👉Q: What can you do to share your experience with others? How can you help another person 
who is going through a difficult time? Maybe it is not now or today but pay attention to things 
down the road and people who are placed in your path… maybe there is an opportunity to share 
your story that will help another person. The biggest question, what is the story you are telling 
yourself?  
 

 

  



Section 7: 10 Days of Reflection- 1 Year+  
 

This section is intended for anyone over the year mark after a death. Not saying there is a time 
limit on grief, but most lives look a bit different days after a death vs a year or more out.  
 
You can use these anyway you would like. Read them all at once and ponder the questions. Or 
you can take a few minutes each day to go through one. Another idea would be to read them 
together with someone else and share your thoughts. These can also be used as journaling 
prompts, get out a journal, notebook, paper or computer and write out your thoughts… see where 
they may take you. This is designed to work anyway you want it to. The goal is to be true to 
yourself. 
 
Day 1: “We all have a bag. We all pack differently. Some of us are traveling light. Some of us 
are secret hoarders who’ve never parted with a memory in our lives. I think we are all called to 
figure out how to carry our bag to the best of our ability, how to unpack it, and how to face the 
mess. I think part of growing up is learning how to sit down on the floor with all your things and 
figure out what to take with you and what to leave behind”. -Hannah Brencher 
 
Working through “unpacking” your grief or feelings may sound overwhelming to some people. 
What do you do to process these emotions, or where do you turn? This goes back to the 
beginning of the booklet- most people do not have previous experience or knowledge in where to 
get grief resources. Really, why would you if you didn’t go through a loss?!  
 
👉Q: What are your next steps in your healing journey? Be sure to take action with the resource 
section in this booklet, rent a book, view a video, talk to someone who will lend a non-
judgmental ear, call your local funeral home and ask for some resources, search grief support in 
your area. YOU are responsible for your own healing, but don’t forget there are so many 
resources out there for you.  
 
Day 2: “It’s okay if you thought you were over it, but it hits you all over again. It’s okay to fall 
apart even after you thought you had it under control. You are not weak, healing is messy. And 
there is no timeline for healing”. -unknown 
 
Grief is a crazy thing. Life sometimes gets in the way of REALLY letting a person process grief. 
It may hit you when you least expect it. Some people describe it as waves or as a rollercoaster.  

👉Q: What is the best way you describe grief to someone else? Is there an analogy or metaphor 
that you resonate with that describes grief as a picture? 
 
Day 3: “Healing doesn’t mean the damage never existed”.  
 
Shattered hearts still beat strongly. Moving forward does not mean you are not honoring your 
loved one. Because you have gone through something horrible, doesn’t mean that you are 



damaged goods. So many people in this world are also going through a terrible death. Do you 
ever think about what would happen if you didn’t go forward in your healing journey? Moving 
forward can be slow because we don’t realize we have improved. Life can get so busy getting 
through each day that we are unaware that we are our own worst enemy stopping ourselves from 
getting better.  
 
👉Q: What would happen if your current state DID stay in your current state forever? What 
would happen if your current state the day your loved one died was your current state right now? 
What is the cost in your life of not going forward in your grief journey?  
 
Day 4: “They don’t understand pain because their world didn’t stop when ours did”. 
 
Others may not understand how you are feeling or what is going on in your mind. Others did not 
walk in your shoes. Others are not dealing with the reality that you are or missing that exact 
person as they were to you. It is ok to be bitter towards others as you see them move on, and you 
are still struggling inside, one year later or 30+ years later. Grief is tough. Nobody asked to go 
through the death of someone close to them.  
 
“As human beings, we loooove to avoid things that are difficult and tough to feel. This means we 
often do everything in our power to stop, avoid, or numb difficult emotions. We keep ourselves 
busy to ignore them, we use drugs, or alcohol to numb ourselves to them, or we find other ways 
to avoid them.  Problem is, when we try to avoid thoughts the research shows it actually hurts 
our overall mental health and well-being instead of helping it. 
Now, it is important to note here that positive emotions absolutely help and improve our mental 
health.  But that doesn’t mean we should strive to only feel positive emotions while we try to stuff 
or numb the negative ones.” Read more of the article from What’s Your Grief 
https://whatsyourgrief.com/grief-emotions-arent-good-or-bad/  

👉Q: What negative thoughts or emotions do you still have around the death(s), or about your 
grief? Make a list or mental note. Remember you can always rip up the list, burn it or type it out 
and delete it- this exercise is meant to help you and for you to be TRUTHFUL to yourself about 
your feelings.  
 
Day 5: “They said: ‘Write the longest sentence you know’. I wrote: ‘A life without you’.”. - 
Cameron Lincoln  
 
Maybe you are at peace with your life right now. Maybe you are not, either way let’s daydream 
for a bit… what would your life look like today if that person(s) would be alive.  
 
👉Q: How old would they be? What would celebrating their birthday be like this year (or 
anniversary)? What activities would you share with them this week? How would they fit into 
your everyday life again? What do you think their outlook would be on the current state of the 
world? What would their other family members or friends be doing with them? 
 



Day 6: “Being a good mother while my world fell apart was the hardest role I’ve ever played”.  
 
Some of you may be navigating your own grief and helping children or others move through 
theirs as well. That is tough. Some people put others' needs first before their own. Being 
conscious of your needs or avoidances is huge. Check out this snippet from an article on 
avoidance through What’s Your Grief: 
 
What does avoidance look like? 

● Substance use 

● Isolation or withdraw 

● Throwing oneself into work, advocacy, volunteering, etc. 

● Staying busy 

● Avoidance of people, places, and actives out of fear of grief being triggered 

● Avoidance or denial of feelings and emotions 

● Grief that appears to be absent: lack of emotion and acting as though everything is fine 

Read more https://whatsyourgrief.com/avoidance-in-grief/  

 
👉Q: When was the last time you met a tough feeling head on? Maybe you were afraid of 
something but did it anyway. Or had hesitation to take action with getting help in your grief 
journey but made the call anyway. One action item for this week is to move through a tough 
feeling/emotion and make note of how it felt to be on the other side. 
 
Day 7: “I can wipe away the tears from my eyes. But… I can’t wipe away the pain in my heart”. 
-all-greatquotes.com 
 
Doing things in memory of our loved ones can bring comfort for some people. Visiting a 
gravesite alone or with others brings comfort to some people. Donating money to a charity the 
person who died can be a great way to honor places or organizations they loved. Planting a 
memory tree at a public part or in your backyard or at your cabin is another great idea. Some 
have also had benches made or purchased at community gardens, or stones engraved.  
 
👉Q: What ideas can you think of to honor your loved one? 
Ask others what they have done to commemorate or honor their loved one. If you don’t know 
anyone who has gone through a death, look online or try one of the ideas mentioned. Take note 
of how it made you feel, what emotions came up when doing the act of memories.   
 
Day 8: “No rule book. No time frame. No judgement. Grief is an individual as a fingerprint. Do 
what is right for your soul”. -lfw 
 



Some people feel like they are missing the magic book, or roadmap on how to navigate the 
grief/sadness/loss/guilt… all the emotions and situations. Sorry to say, there is no magic book. 
BUT by being open to new experiences, healing ideas, and options, you are making an effort to 
work through your healing journey and that is progress.  
 
Every person, situation, relationship, death is all so different and that is a beautiful thing.  
 
👉Q: What made your relationship with the person who died so special?  
Or if it was not a good relationship- what made it so difficult? 
Write it down, talk it out, type it out, think it through, any way you process it is ok, but be honest 
with yourself. 
 
Day 9: “One of the most cathartic practices is to talk about the loss, but many people don't 
speak up because they fear no one really wants to hear the details of how they’re feeling”. -
forevermissed.com  
 
Some people may feel like a burden talking to others about death and how they are doing. Others 
may not feel like anyone can actually relate to what they are going through, so it doesn’t even 
pay to bring it up. It is a tricky topic in our society, some people are very open about it, but most 
tend to be awkward if they have not gone through a death before. This can add a layer of 
difficulty to a person trying to move forward in their grieving journey.  
 
👉Q: Have you been quiet about what you really are going through over the last year(s)? Set a 
timer for 2 minutes and think through this question. Feel free to write anything down that comes 
to mind, but not necessary.  
 
Day 10: “You can’t be committed to your own bullshit and to your growth. It’s one or the 
other”. -Scott Stabile 
 
Do you tell yourself (and maybe others) a story about what is going on in your life? If you really 
look at the story you are telling yourself, are you playing the victim card, or placing a lot of guilt 
on yourself for something. By examining the story, you tell yourself, it can open eyes to what 
you are making yourself believe. If you are committed to growth and feeling better in your grief 
journey, take time to look at what you are repeating over and over as your “story”.  
 
👉Q: What is the story you tell yourself surrounding the death of your loved one?  



 
Source:  

 
Muehl-Boettcher Funeral home daily emails. You can sign up for those on their website 
www.muehlboettcher.com 
 
Gina Peotter. Grief Support Specialist, Muehl-Boettcher Funeral Home, Executive Director of 
Hope’s House, October 1-7, 2020.  
 
Hope’s House- grief support for kids and families email us at info@hopeshousewi.com or 
connect with us on Facebook.  
 
 
This booklet is sponsored by Muehl-Boettcher Funeral Home. To learn more about their quality 
service and family owned business visit the website www.muehlboettcher.com or find them on 
Facebook. They are located at 358 South Main Street in Seymour, WI 54165 and can be reached 
at 920-833-2328  
 

 


